


The Right Balance of Visibility and Control for Every Product

Competitive pressures have led to increasingly complex and lean supply chains for industrial businesses. Bin 
stock programs have evolved to keep pace, in large part by utilizing just-in-time systems to increase inventory 
turns and reduce holding costs.  

But one hurdle remained: the need to physically see the bins in order to know the current inventory state. In the 
context of a vendor managed inventory program, this left open a window of risk that the product could run out 
between scheduled service visits.  

Today that window is being closed by Fastenal’s FASTBin technology, a lineup of devices that enable our local 
service teams to monitor customers’ bin stock inventory remotely and continuously. Check out the following 
pages to learn how the technology works, and how you can utilize it to take cost and risk out of your supply chain.

Simplify
Manual bin stock service enhanced by 
mobility technology. Visualize what you 

have on hand, and where it is. 

Monitor
Technologically-enhanced bin stock solutions 

that provide 24/7 inventory monitoring. 
Visualize what you have on hand, where it’s 

located, and current inventory status.

Control & Track
Solutions to control and track high-volume 

consumables as well as assets. Provides 24/7 
access, flexible controls, and deep visibility into 

usage: who, what, where, when, and why.

:  24/7 Inventory Monitoring Solution
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Why FASTBin?

ENSURE CONTINUITY OF SUPPLY
24/7 inventory visibility allows us to better plan our local service and upstream supply chain to stay in front of your needs. 

REDUCE INVENTORY WITH CONFIDENCE
With a more nuanced view of the usage dynamics in your business, we’re able to dial in on optimal min-max levels to achieve your inventory reduction goals.  

AUTOMATE PROCESSES 
We offer solutions to streamline P2P processes for your purchasing team while creating a robust digital trail of everything we bring into your facilities – line-
item visibility with minimal processing.  
 

DRIVE PRODUCTIVITY
FASTBin makes your teams more productive by mitigating the risk of stock-outs. It also makes our teams more productive by eliminating repetitive tasks. 
Less time spent walking and monitoring means more time to focus on projects and problem-solving for your business.

The technology, the RFID 
and IR bins, was just above 
our expectations. It might 
be the biggest change for 
us. The data we receive 
– the min-maxes, the 
amounts, the restocks – all 
of it helps us know what’s 
happening in the process. 
And Fastenal already 
knows that because they 
have that data.

Mike Carroll,  
Operations Manager for Gorman-Rupp 
(industrial pumps manufacturer)



Combines radio frequency identification (RFID) technology 
with a traditional multi-bin system. The bins within a 
two- or multi-bin system have the same max quantity 
and identical RFID tags on the back. When the front bin 
runs empty, the user places it on the top shelf, where an 
RFID reader senses the tag, triggers a change in inventory 
state in our system, and puts our service into motion. This 
solution can be easily adopted by customers already using 
multi-bin systems for either packaged or loose parts.

This modular system brings 24/7 monitoring 
to the point of use. Infrared (IR) sensors within 
each bin detect the current level based on the 
number of IR beams blocked by product. We 
electronically monitor the changes in inventory 
state and plan our service accordingly. Both the 
IR and RFID solutions communicate via a secure 
Bluetooth network, making the systems wireless, 
lightweight, and easy to install and reconfigure.

Technology Lineup



Utilizes high-precision load cells to sense and report 
the quantity and inventory value in each bin. Unlike 
the RFID and IR solutions, both of which report the 
approximate inventory state (above min, below min, 
or critically low), this system provides visibility to 
quantity on hand. 

A Turnkey Solution 
Powered by the

FASTBin hardware is provided without additional charge 
as part of an FMI Technology program, and every aspect 
of the program is vertically integrated within Fastenal. 
Our nationwide FAST Solutions team provides initial 
consultation, professional implementation, and ongoing 
technical support. Meanwhile, your local Fastenal service 
team shoulders the burden of inventory management, 
leveraging Fastenal’s operating model to ensure a lean, 
reliable flow of product. 

Blue Team
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PROCESSTHE
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FAST 360° provides on-demand answers to three 
critical questions: what, where, and how much?  
You can visualize how your Fastenal-managed 
inventory is organized in various devices (including 
FASTBin devices) across your facilities. This includes 
the ability to pull up planograms of individual devices 
to view product details for each bin, including the 
current inventory status. You can also use the search 
tool to see if specific needs are on hand, and exactly 
where they’re located. 

Your local or Onsite Fastenal service team monitors 
your inventory status remotely and plans their 
service to ensure continuous supply. The result: a 
proactive, rather than reactive, supply chain. 

We organize, label, and implement your bins 
and help you get set up on Fastenal.com with 
initial min-max levels, users, approvals, and 
other custom settings. Your inventory status is 
continuously communicated to a gateway that 
passes the data to our team (via Fastenal’s POS 
system) and to your team (via your FAST 360° 
dashboard on Fastenal.com). 
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Risk mitigation has emerged as the top priority for supply chain professionals. Below is a look at safeguards we’ve 
built into our operating model to keep your product needs flowing – from the source, to the last mile, to your points 
of use. As you can see, a FASTBin solution represents the final ‘link’ in a resilient end-to-end supply chain.

Analyzing the global 
economy and financial 
markets daily to prepare 
our supply chain for 
future trends.

We work with suppliers 
in 20+ countries – a 
balance of offshoring 
and nearshoring to 
mitigate regional risk.

Our operations in North 
America, Europe, and 
Asia establish agility 
and control early in the 
supply chain.

Our corporate importing 
volume (8,000+ containers 
annually) gives us strong 
relationships and reserved 
capacity with the major 
shipping lines.

Dedicated  
economic team

A deep, broad, 
geographically-balanced 

supplier base

Multiple quality, 
engineering, and logistics 

teams worldwide

Global logistics  
leverage

The Final Link in a Secure Supply Chain
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In events like a pandemic, 
we have a process in 
place to allocate high-
demand inventory to 
strategic partners.

If an expedited lead time 
is required, our domestic 
manufacturing facilities can 
quickly produce a high-
quality engineered solution.

Your local Fastenal branch 
will provide immediately-
available buffer stock and 
a dedicated representative 
to maintain your target 
min-max levels.

FASTBin allows us to 
monitor bin stocks remotely 
and continuously for 
proactive replenishment.

Priority  
allocation

In-house  
manufacturing

Local Stocking  
and Service

24/7 electronic  
bin monitoring
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Inventory management is just one element of our service. Below is a look at related Fastenal 
resources you can leverage to operate more efficiently and create value around bin stock products.  Value Beyond the Bin

This multidisciplinary team will customize, 
implement, maintain, and continuously 
optimize your FASTBin solution

Providing TCO Analysis (uncovering 
opportunities in your supply process) as 
well as professional project management 
for larger-scale implementations. 

A nationwide team of degreed fastener 
experts to assist with prints, product 
selection, and VA/VE projects.

With nine Fastenal Manufacturing & 
Engineering Centers worldwide, we can 
quickly produce, test, and deliver high-
quality parts to meet your unique needs.

Our custom packaging teams can create 
assemblies of parts tailored to your 
production processes – tested, kitted, 
labeled, verified, and ready to install.  

Anchored by our ISO 9001 operations, 
A2LA-accredited testing labs, and 
some of the world’s most experienced 
and influential fastener quality experts. 

FAST Solutions Specialists Lean Solutions Specialists Engineering Support

Custom ManufacturingParts KittingQuality Systems



We hope this overview sparks some questions and discussion with your 
local Fastenal representative. As always, we are ready to work with 
your stakeholders to tailor the right combination of products, processes, 
and technology to meet your unique business needs. Thank you for the 
opportunity to present ideas and solutions to your business!

Thank You
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